Complete genomic sequence and patterns of transcription of a member of an unusual family of closely related, chromosomally dispersed Ig gene clusters in Raja.
Ig genes in cartilaginous fish are organized in clusters. This unique form of organization suggests major differences in the regulation of the segmental rearrangement mechanism from that found in mammals and other higher vertebrates. The complete DNA sequence of an IgX-type cluster in the species Raja eglanteria is defined, and shown to consist of four rearranging segmental elements and three constant region exons. Using fluorescence in situ hybridization it is shown that Raja clusters are present at multiple sites within the genome, and that there is no apparent relationship between the chromosomally dispersed IgX clusters and a second isotype (IgM type) in this species. Comprehensive examination of sequence motifs associated with transcription regulation reveals an abundance of short sequences closely resembling those found in higher vertebrate Ig and other genes. However, the linear relationship of these motifs differs markedly from that associated with regulation of expression of the mammalian Ig gene locus. Additional studies of the transcription products of the IgX gene loci emphasize the diversity of transcription and processing of these genes. Considerable variation was noted in the processing of putative IgX transcripts, including the detection of a heretofore unrecognized form containing at least four additional Ig-like domains. These results have profound significance in terms of understanding the selective expression and the evolutionary diversification of Ig genes.